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Abstract

Learning with Noisy Labels (LNL) has become
an appealing topic, as imperfectly annotated data
are relatively cheaper to obtain. Recent state-of-
the-art approaches employ specific selection mech-
anisms to separate clean and noisy samples and
then apply Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) tech-
niques for improved performance. However, the se-
lection step mostly provides a medium-sized and
decent-enough clean subset, which overlooks a
rich set of clean samples. To fulfill this, we
propose a novel LNL framework ProMix that at-
tempts to maximize the utility of clean samples
for boosted performance. Key to our method, we
propose a matched high confidence selection tech-
nique that selects those examples with high confi-
dence scores and matched predictions with given
labels to dynamically expand a base clean sam-
ple set. To overcome the potential side effect of
excessive clean set selection procedure, we fur-
ther devise a novel SSL framework that is able to
train balanced and unbiased classifiers on the sep-
arated clean and noisy samples. Extensive exper-
iments demonstrate that ProMix significantly ad-
vances the current state-of-the-art results on mul-
tiple benchmarks with different types and levels
of noise. It achieves an average improvement of
2.48% on the CIFAR-N dataset. The code is avail-
able at https://github.com/Justherozen/ProMix.

1 Introduction
The great success of deep neural networks (DNNs) attributes
to massive and accurately-labeled training data, which is no-
toriously expensive and time-consuming to obtain. As an al-
ternative, online queries [Blum et al., 2003] and crowdsourc-
ing [Yan et al., 2014] have been widely used to enhance the
labeling efficiency. However, due to the lack of expertise,
such annotation processes inevitably introduce wrong labels
to models and result in performance degradation. To this end,
learning with noisy labels (LNL) [Zhang et al., 2017], which
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(a) Number of selected samples. (b) Recall of pseudo-labels.

Figure 1: (a) Comparison of selected samples for each class at
the end of training on CIFAR-10 dataset with 90% symmetric la-
bel noise. TP/FP indicates true/false positive. (b) Comparison of
pseudo-label recall for unchosen samples for each class at the end of
training on CIFAR-10 dataset with 90% symmetric label noise.

aims to mitigate the side-effect of label noise, has attracted
huge attention from the community.

A plethora of works has been developed for the LNL prob-
lem. Some early approaches design noise-robust loss [Wang
et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2022a]. While some other classi-
cal methods utilize the latent noise transition matrix to cali-
brate the loss function [Patrini et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2019;
Zhu et al., 2022]. These methods either disregard specific
information about label noise or require strong statistical as-
sumptions and tend to underperform under heavy noise and
a large number of classes. Although these methods are theo-
retically grounded, their performance largely lags behind the
fully-supervised counterpart.

Another active line of research [Wei et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020a; Yao et al., 2021] attempts to filter out clean sam-
ples for training. For example, the pioneering Co-Teaching
approach [Han et al., 2018] figures out that clean samples
mostly pose smaller loss values due to the memorization ef-
fect of DNNs [Zhang et al., 2017]. Later, DivideMix [Li
et al., 2020a] further regards the remaining noisy samples
as unlabeled and integrates well-developed semi-supervised
learning algorithms. To date, this learning paradigm has been
the de-facto standard for the LNL task [Yao et al., 2021;
Karim et al., 2022; Cordeiro et al., 2023] and shown to ex-
cel compared with early approaches. Despite the tremen-
dous success, current selection-based methods solely ask for a
decent-enough clean set with a restricted budget to ensure the
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high-precision of selected samples. By then, an abundance of
valuable clean examples gets overlooked, while they possess
great potential for performance enhancement.

Motivated by this, we present a novel framework ProMix
which comprehensively investigates the opportunities and
challenges of maximizing the utility of clean samples in
LNL. To achieve this, we first propose a progressive selec-
tion mechanism that dynamically expands a base class-wise
selection set by collecting those having high prediction scores
on the observed labels. Empirically, such a simple modifica-
tion allows us to reach an extraordinary trade-off between the
quality and the quantity of the clean set. As shown in Fig-
ure 1a, compared with DivideMix [Li et al., 2020a], our pro-
gressive selection strategy selects much more clean samples
while rarely introducing detested noise samples. Moreover, a
simple baseline that is trained merely on such selected clean
samples establishes the state-of-the-art performance on the
real-world noisy CIFAR-N [Wei et al., 2022b] benchmark,
and incorporating semi-supervised learning can further boost
the performance. These results clearly validate the impor-
tance of well-utilizing clean samples.

Despite the promising results, this maximal selection pro-
cedure inevitably causes side effects for the SSL as well.
First, the clean samples may not be uniformly distributed
across different labels, leading to a biased label distribution.
Second, the selection and joint semi-supervised learning pro-
cedures are tightly interdependent, which may suffer from
the confirmation bias stemming from its own hard-to-correct
errors. To mitigate these problems, we develop a debiased
semi-supervised training framework that comprises two key
components. The first one is an auxiliary pseudo head that
decouples the generation and utilization of unreliable pseudo-
labels so as to alleviate the model from confirming its error re-
cursively. Second, we incorporate a calibration algorithm that
simultaneously rectifies the skewed pseudo-labels and the bi-
ased cross-entropy loss. As depicted in Figure 1b, integrated
with debiased SSL, ProMix is able to generate pseudo-labels
with higher quality on the unselected samples, thus facilitat-
ing the model training. By integrating the two key compo-
nents into a whole framework, our proposed ProMix frame-
work establishes state-of-the-art performance over various
LNL benchmarks, even in the imbalanced LNL scenario (see
Appendix B). For example, on the CIFAR-10N datasets with
real-world noisy labels, ProMix outperforms the best base-
line by 2.04%, 2.11%, and 3.10% under Aggregate, Rand1,
and Worst label annotations respectively.

2 Related Work
Learning with Noisy Labels. Existing methods for LNL
can be roughly categorized into two types. Earlier LNL ap-
proaches focus on loss correction. Since the vanilla cross-
entropy (CE) loss has been proved to easily overfit cor-
rupted data [Zhang et al., 2017], a vast amount of robust
losses has been designed to achieve a small and unbiased
risk for unobservable clean data, including robust variants
of the CE loss [Wang et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019; Ma et
al., 2020] or sample reweighted losses [Shu et al., 2019;
Zheng et al., 2021]. Some other methods [Patrini et al., 2017;

Xia et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2022] consider the noise transition
matrix and depend on the estimated noise transition matrix to
explicitly correct the loss function, but the transition matrix
could be hard to estimate in the presence of heavy noise and
a large number of classes.

The latter strand of LNL methods tries to filter out a clean
subset for robust training [Li et al., 2020a; Karim et al., 2022;
Cordeiro et al., 2023]. Early methods [Han et al., 2018;
Jiang et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2020] typically adopt a peer
network and perform small loss selection that is motivated
by the memorization effect of DNNs [Zhang et al., 2017].
The seminal work DivideMix [Li et al., 2020a] further in-
corporates MixMatch [Berthelot et al., 2019] to leverage the
unselected examples and obtain extraordinary performance.
This paradigm is then followed by the most recent LNL ap-
proaches [Li et al., 2020b; Liu et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021;
Karim et al., 2022]. Recent LNL works also incorporate con-
trastive learning methods [Ortego et al., 2021; Yao et al.,
2021]. Despite the promise, existing selection-based methods
mostly select a mediocre clean set with medium size and re-
stricted budget, which overlooks a flurry of clean samples and
naturally exhibits a quality-quantity trade-off. A too-small
budget leads to inadequate clean sample utility, while a too-
large budget enrolls many unexpected noisy examples. To
cope with this, our work targets to maximize the utility of
clean samples to unleash their great potential.

Debiased Learning. Debiased learning has gained huge at-
tention since the source dataset and algorithms can be natu-
rally biased [Kim et al., 2019; Nam et al., 2020]. For exam-
ple, in long-tailed learning, models can be easily biased to-
wards dominant classes due to the distribution bias in source
data [Zhang et al., 2021a]. As for semi-supervised learning,
besides the distribution bias in source data and pseudo-labels
[Wang et al., 2022], confirmation bias caused by inappro-
priate training with unreliable pseudo-labels may jeopardize
generalization performance [Chen et al., 2022]. Debiased
learning has also been a prevailing topic discussed in some
other research topics like contrastive sampling [Chuang et al.,
2020] and OOD detection [Ming et al., 2022]. Despite the
surge in other areas, the bias in LNL still remains underex-
plored. In this work, we attempt to alleviate the biases in our
selection and pseudo-labeling procedures. We hope our work
will inspire future works to integrate this important compo-
nent in advanced LNL frameworks.

3 Proposed Method
Problem Formulation. For a multi-class classification task
with C classes, we denote the noisy training dataset with n
examples by D = {(xi, ỹi)}ni=1, where each tuple comprises
of an image xi ∈ X ⊂ Rd and the corresponding noisy label
ỹi ∈ Y = {1, ..., C}. In contrast to the supervised learning
setup, the ground-truth labels are not observable. The goal
of LNL is to obtain a functional mapping fθ,ϕ : X 7→ Y
that takes an example xi as the input and outputs the log-
its fθ,ϕ(xi) for predicting the true labels. This classification
model fθ,ϕ = hϕ ◦ gθ consists of a feature extractor gθ and
a classification head hϕ, which are parameterized by θ and
ϕ respectively. In our work, we adopt the cross-entropy loss



(a) Overall Framework of ProMix. (b) Progressive Selection.

Figure 2: The left: Overall framework of ProMix. After progressive selection, the source dataset is divided into the labeled set and unlabeled
set for debiased SSL. The labeled data are fed forward to both primary head h and auxiliary pseudo hAP, while the unlabeled data are
provided with debiased pseudo-labels by h and then propagated forward through hAP. Finally, the standard cross entropy in classification loss
is replaced by debiased margin-based loss. FP/BP indicates forward/backward propagation. The right: Details of progressive selection. The
MHCS selects those examples with high confidence and matched predictions with given labels to dynamically expand a base selection set.

H = −
∑C

j=1 ỹi
j log pji where pi = softmax(f(xi)) is the

probabilistic output of f(xi). pji is the j-th entry of pi and
ỹi

j is the j-th entry of one-hot encoded label vector ỹi.
Similar to previous works, our framework also divides the

samples into a clean set Dl and a noisy set Du, which are then
applied for semi-supervised learning. The vanilla classifica-
tion losses for these two parts are formulated:

Lx(Dl) =
1

|Dl|
∑

xi∈Dl

H(ỹi,pi)

Lu(Du) =
1

|Du|
∑

xi∈Du

H(Sharpen(pi, T ),pi)

(1)

where Sharpen(pi, T ) =
(pc

i )
1
T∑C

c=1(p
c
i )

1
T

for c = 1, 2, .., C. An

overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1 Progressive Sample Selection
As aforementioned, we would like to excessively collect
clean samples. To achieve this, we first draw inspiration from
the classical learning theory,
Theorem 1. [Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014] Let F
be the hypothesis set of f . Denote the population risk by
R(f) = E[H] and the corresponding empirical risk by R̂(f).
We define the true hypothesis by f∗ = argminR(f) and em-
pirical risk minimizer by f̂ = argmin R̂(f). Given a dataset
containing n examples, with probability at least 1 − δ, the
following inequality holds:

R(f̂) ≤ R(f∗) + 2R̂(H) + 5

√
2 log(8/δ)

n
(2)

where R̂(F) is the empirical Rademacher of F .
Considering a simple case in which f consists of multi-

ple ReLU-activated fully-connected layers, we can apply the

techniques outlined in [Allen-Zhu et al., 2019] to derive an

upper bound of the Rademacher complexity O(
√

1
n ). If we

assume a perfectly clean set with nc samples, the model has
larger than a probability of 1 − O(e−ncϵ

2/50) to give an ϵ-
wrong prediction on the remaining dirty training data. Hence,
this model is prone to produce a much larger probability on
the observed labels for the remaining correctly-labeled data
than noisy ones. Motivated by this, we present the following
selection procedure for enlarging the base selection set.

Class-wise Small-loss Selection (CSS). Based on the small
loss criterion, we aim to first filter out a base clean set as
the cornerstone. In the training, the patterns of easy classes
are usually fitted earlier and the loss values of examples with
different observed labels may not be comparable [Gui et al.,
2021]. So it would be more appropriate to select examples
class by class with the same observed labels. At each epoch,
we first split the whole training dataset D to C sets according
to the noisy labels, i.e. Sj = {(xi, ỹi) ∈ D|ỹi = j}. Given
the j-th set Sj , we calculate the standard CE loss li for each
example and select k = min(⌈ n

C × R⌉, |Sj |) examples with
smallest li to constitute the clean set Cj , where R is the filter
rate that is identical for all classes. Finally, the integral clean
set is merged as DCSS = ∪C

j=1Cj . Compared to the original
small-loss selection, we relate k to the average number of
examples n/C such that produce a roughly balanced base set.

Matched High Confidence Selection (MHCS). After get-
ting the base clean set, we also introduce another selection
strategy to make capital out of the potentially clean sam-
ples missed by CSS. Specifically, we calculate the confidence
scores ei = maxj p

j
i for remaining samples. Then, we se-

lect those examples whose predictions match the given labels,
while their confidence is high enough,

DMHCS = {(xi, ỹi) ∈ D|ei ≥ τ, y′i = ỹi} (3)



where y′i = argmaxj p
j
i is the predicted label of xi. In prac-

tice, we set a high threshold τ such that the selected samples
have a high probability of being clean. According to our the-
oretical motivation, the proposed MHCS mechanism is able
to automatically explore new clean data to dynamically en-
large the clean set Dl = DCSS ∪ DMHCS by trusting those
examples with matched high confidence.

Remark. Our MHCS selection strategy draws inspiration
from the pseudo-labeling procedure of FixMatch [Sohn et al.,
2020]. But, in contrast to the SSL setup, our clean set is dy-
namically generated. With the naive high confidence selec-
tion, the DNNs can assign an arbitrary label with high confi-
dence and select them as clean, which results in a vicious cy-
cle. Thus, we choose those samples to have high confidence
in their given labels, which tend to be originally clean.

3.2 Debiased Semi-Supervised Training
After sample selection, we would also like to integrate semi-
supervised learning that utilizes the remaining noisy sam-
ples to boost performance. Nevertheless, our excessive selec-
tion procedure inevitably induces unexpected characteristics.
First, the selected clean samples may inherently be imbal-
anced amongst different labels, since some labels are typi-
cally more ambiguous than others. Hence, the model may be
biased towards the classes that possess more clean samples
and in turn pollutes the quality of selection (as shown in Fig-
ure 1a). Second, the selection and pseudo-labeling are tightly
coupled, which naturally brings about confirmation bias, so
we should be particularly careful to train the model with the
generated pseudo-labels. To escape such a dilemma, we in-
troduce our debiased SSL framework in what follows.

Mitigating Confirmation Bias. In most SSL pipelines,
the generation and utilization of pseudo-labels are usually
achieved by the same network blocks or between interde-
pendent peer networks. As a result, the mistakes in pseudo-
labels are nearly impossible to self-correct and can accumu-
late amplifying the existing confirmation bias. In order to
alleviate this, we aim to disentangle the generation and uti-
lization of pseudo-labels, which is achieved via introducing
an extra classifier termed Auxiliary Pseudo Head (APH) hAP.
The primary classifier h is the task-specific head that gener-
ates pseudo-labels for the unlabeled data but is merely opti-
mized with labeled samples in Dl. The newly devised clas-
sifier hAP share the same representations with h but have in-
dependent parameters. It receives the pseudo-labels from h
and is trained with both labeled set Dl and unlabeled set Du.
Based on Eq. (1), the classification loss is formulated,

Lcls = Lx({ỹi,pi})︸ ︷︷ ︸
original head

+Lx({ỹi,p
′
i}) + λuLu({Sharpen(pi, T ),p

′
i})︸ ︷︷ ︸

auxiliary pseudo head
(4)

where pi is the softmax score from h and p′
i is that from hAP.

λu controls the strength of the unsupervised loss. Through
this procedure, the backbone benefits from the unlabeled data
for enhanced representation via hAP. At the same time, the
primary classifier h remains reliable without seeing unlabeled
samples, which reduces the confirmation bias. It is worth not-
ing that the auxiliary pseudo head only participates in training
and is discarded at inference time.

Mitigating Distribution Bias. In addition to confirma-
tion bias, there may still be distribution bias whose causes
are two-fold. First, the selected samples can falsely calibrate
the classifier due to skewed label distribution. Second, pre-
vious work [Wang et al., 2022] shows that pseudo-labels can
naturally bias towards some easy classes even if the training
data are curated and balanced, which can iteratively domi-
nate the training process. To learn a well-calibrated classifier,
we incorporate a Debiased Margin-based Loss (DML) lDML
to encourage a larger margin between the sample-rich classes
and the sample-deficient classes. lDML can be defined as:

lDML = −
∑C

j=1
ỹi

j log
ef

j(xi)+α·log πj∑C
k=1 e

fk(xi)+α·log πk

(5)

where α is a tuning parameter that controls debiasing strength
and π is the underlying class distribution P(y | x) indicating
which label possesses more samples on the training set. Here
we assume π is known and will show how to estimate it later.
The standard cross entropy loss H is then replaced by lDML.

Similarly, we also resort to Debiased Pseudo Labeling
(DPL) following [Menon et al., 2021] to calibrate the pseudo-
labels. The refined logit f̃i which is then fed into the softmax
layer for subsequent pseudo-label generation is formulated:

f̃i = f (xi)− α logπ (6)

That is, we suppress the logits on those easy classes and
ensure other classes are fairly learned. The refined pseudo-
labels are then used for calculating unlabeled loss in Eq. (4).

Next, we elaborate on our dynamical estimation of π. No-
tably, we employ two different class distribution vectors for
the labeled and unlabeled data respectively. Formally, given a
mini-batch of samples B from either Dl or Du, we update the
estimation of class distribution π in a moving-average style:

π = mπ + (1−m)
1

|B|
∑

xi∈B
pi (7)

where m ∈ [0, 1) is a momentum coefficient. When calculat-
ing the loss in Eq. (4), we use different estimation πl and πu

for the two sets. For better understanding of the whole proce-
dure, we refer the readers to Appendix A for more details.

To summarize the pipeline of debiased SSL, the labeled
data are fed forward to both h and hAP while the unlabeled
data are provided with the debiased pseudo-labels by h as
Eq. (6) and then propagated forward through hAP. Finally,
the standard cross entropy in Eq. (4) is replaced by lDML.
Through the above debiasing procedure, the refined pseudo-
labels with higher quality and enhanced tolerance for incor-
rect pseudo-labels assist in milking unlabeled samples and in
return enhance the purity of sample selection.

3.3 Practical Implementation
Label Guessing by Agreement (LGA). While we still an-
ticipate selecting matched high confidence instances, there
are no free labels to be matched on falsely-labeled data whose
predictions mismatch the observed labels. To further distill
potential “clean” samples from unlabeled data, we perform
label guessing to correct noisy labels on the unlabeled set Du.



Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Sym. Asym. Sym.

Methods\Noise Ratio 20% 50% 80% 90% 40% 20% 50% 80% 90%

CE 86.8 79.4 62.9 42.7 85.0 62.0 46.7 19.9 10.1
Co-Teaching+ 89.5 85.7 67.4 47.9 - 65.6 51.8 27.9 13.7
JoCoR 85.7 79.4 27.8 - 76.4 53.0 43.5 15.5 -
M-correction 94.0 92.0 86.8 69.1 87.4 73.9 66.1 48.2 24.3
PENCIL 92.4 89.1 77.5 58.9 88.5 69.4 57.5 31.1 15.3
DivideMix 96.1 94.6 93.2 76.0 93.4 77.3 74.6 60.2 31.5
ELR+ 95.8 94.8 93.3 78.7 93.0 77.6 73.6 60.8 33.4
LongReMix 96.2 95.0 93.9 82.0 94.7 77.8 75.6 62.9 33.8
MOIT 94.1 91.1 75.8 70.1 93.2 75.9 70.1 51.4 24.5
SOP+ 96.3 95.5 94.0 - 93.8 78.8 75.9 63.3 -
PES(semi) 95.9 95.1 93.1 - - 77.4 74.3 61.6 -
ULC 96.1 95.2 94.0 86.4 94.6 77.3 74.9 61.2 34.5

ProMix(last) 97.59 97.30 95.05 91.13 96.51 82.39 79.72 68.95 42.74
ProMix(best) 97.69 97.40 95.49 93.36 96.59 82.64 80.06 69.37 42.93

Table 1: Accuracy comparisons on CIFAR-10/100 with symmetric (20%-90%) and asymmetric noise (40%). We report both the averaged
test accuracy over last 10 epochs and the best accuracy of ProMix. Results of previous methods are the best test accuracies cited from their
original papers, where the blank ones indicate that the corresponding results are not provided. Bold entries indicate superior results.

We train two peer networks f1 and f2 in parallel to revise the
noisy labels by agreement. Then we select a new subset Dc

to enlarge the clean set Dl = Dl ∪ Dc by the condition,

(max
j

f j
1 (x) ≥ τ) ∧ (max

j
f j
2 (x) ≥ τ)∧

(argmax
j

f j
1 (x) == argmax

j
f j
2 (x))

(8)

In other words, the two networks should both hold high con-
fidence on the same label. After that, we take the shared pre-
diction y′ = argmaxj f

j
1 (x) as the guessed labels for Dc.

With such reliable refurbishment, more purified clean sam-
ples could be involved in Dl to facilitate the SSL training.
Training Objective. To improve the representation ability
of ProMix, we involve consistency training along with mixup
augmentation on the reliable labeled set Dl. See Appendix
A for more details. The losses for consistency regulariza-
tion and mixup augmentation are denoted as Lcr and Lmix

respectively. The overall training loss is given by,

Ltotal = Lcls + γ(Lcr + Lmix) (9)

where γ is a weighting factor. Notably, we ensemble the out-
puts of the two peer networks at the inference time.

4 Experiments
In this section, we present the main results and part of the ab-
lation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ProMix
framework. We put more experimental results, including re-
sults on imbalanced dataset with synthetic noise, results on
dataset with instance-dependent label noise and more results
for ablation experiment in Appendix B.

4.1 Setup
Datasets. We first evaluate the performance of ProMix on
CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [Krizhevsky et al., 2009], Cloth-
ing1M [Xiao et al., 2015] and ANIMAL-10N [Song et al.,

2019] dataset. For CIFAR-10/100, we conduct experiments
with synthetic symmetric and asymmetric label noise follow-
ing the previous protocol [Tanaka et al., 2018]. Symmetric
noise is introduced by randomly flipping each ground-truth
label to all possible labels with probability r and asymmet-
ric noise mimics structure of realistic noise taking place in
similar classes. We also verify the effectiveness of ProMix
on the recently proposed real-world noisy CIFAR-N [Wei
et al., 2022b] dataset. The CIFAR-N dataset is composed
of CIFAR-10N and CIFAR-100N, which equips the training
samples of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR100 with human-annotated
real-world noisy labels collected from Amazon Mechanical
Turk. We adopt three noise types, Aggregate, Rand1 and
Worst with a noise rate of 9.03%, 17.23% and 40.21% respec-
tively for CIFAR-10N and one noise type Noisy-Fine whose
noise rate is 40.20% for CIFAR-100N. Clothing1M dataset
is a large-scale real-world noisy dataset containing 1 million
images crawled from online shopping websites whose labels
are collected by extracting tags from the surrounding texts.
ANIMAL-10N is also a real-world noisy dataset consisting
of human-annotated online images of ten confusable animals.

Implementation details. For CIFAR experiments, we use
two ResNet-18 as the backbone of the peer networks. These
networks are trained for 600 epochs, with a warm-up period
of 10 epochs for CIFAR-10 and 30 epochs for CIFAR-100.
We employ SGD as the optimizer with a momentum of 0.9
and weight decay of 5e−4. The batch size is fixed as 256
and the initial learning rate is 0.05, which decays by a co-
sine scheduler. The threshold τ is set as 0.99 and 0.95 for
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The debiasing factor α is set as
0.8 and 0.5 for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. m is fixed as
0.9999. We leverage RandAugment to generate a strongly
augmented view for consistency training. The filter rate R
is set as {0.7, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1} for symmetric noise with noise
ratio r = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9} respectively and 0.5 for asym-



Method CE PENCIL JoCoR DivideMix ELR+ LongReMix CORES* SOP PES ULC ProMix

Accuracy 69.21 73.49 70.30 74.76 74.81 74.38 73.24 73.50 74.64 74.90 74.94

Table 2: Accuracy comparisons on Clothing1M dataset. Bold entries indicate superior results.

Methods CIFAR-10N CIFAR-100N

Aggre Rand1 Worst Noisy Fine

CE 87.77 85.02 77.69 55.50
Co-Teaching+ 91.20 90.33 83.83 60.37
JoCoR 91.44 90.30 83.37 59.97
DivideMix 95.01 95.16 92.56 71.13
ELR+ 94.83 94.43 91.09 66.72
CORES* 95.25 94.45 91.66 55.72
SOP+ 95.61 95.28 93.24 67.81
PES(Semi) 94.66 95.06 92.68 70.36

ProMix 97.65 97.39 96.34 73.79

Table 3: Accuracy comparisons on CIFAR-10N and CIFAR-100N
under different noise types. Bold entries indicate superior results.

metric noise and all settings on CIFAR-N. LGA is performed
at the last K = 250 epochs such that the networks are accu-
rate enough. We also set a maximum ratio threshold of total
selected samples ρ = 0.9 for all settings to restrict excessive
correction. We linearly ramp up γ from 0 to 1 and λu from 0
to 0.1 to avoid overfitting false labels at the beginning.

For Clothong1M, following previous work [Li et al.,
2020a], the backbone is ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet
and the training is conducted for 80 epochs. We set learning
rate as 0.002 and weight decay at 0.001. The filter rate R is
set as 0.7, K is fixed as 40 and α is set at 0.8. We leverage
AutoAugment [Cubuk et al., 2019] with ImageNet-Policy for
augmentation. For ANIMAL-10N, we adopt VGG-19 [Si-
monyan and Zisserman, 2015] with batch-normalization as
backbone following [Song et al., 2019]. We use SGD with
the same settings as CIFAR for 300 epochs of training. The
filter rate R is set as 0.7. See Appendix A for more details.

4.2 Main Results
We compare ProMix with multiple state-of-the-art methods.
Specifically, they are Co-Teaching+ [Yu et al., 2019], M-
correction [Arazo et al., 2019], PENCIL [Yi and Wu, 2019],
SELFIE [Song et al., 2019], JoCoR [Wei et al., 2020], Di-
videMix [Li et al., 2020a], MOIT [Ortego et al., 2021], PLC
[Zhang et al., 2021b], NCT [Chen et al., 2021], ELR+ [Liu
et al., 2020], JoCoR [Wei et al., 2020], CORES* [Cheng et
al., 2021], PES [Bai et al., 2021], SOP+ [Liu et al., 2022],
SELC [Lu and He, 2022], ULC [Huang et al., 2022], Lon-
gReMix [Cordeiro et al., 2023] and the naive cross-entropy
(CE) method. For their performance, we directly adopt the
reported results from their receptive papers. For fair compar-
isons, we follow the standard LNL evaluation protocols [Li et
al., 2020a; Xia et al., 2019] and adopt the same backbone as
in previous works for all benchmarks.

Comparison with synthetic noisy labels. Table 1 shows
the results on CIFAR-10/100 dataset with different types and

Method CE SELFIE PLC NCT SELC ProMix

Accuracy 79.4 81.8 83.4 84.1 83.7 89.98

Table 4: Accuracy comparisons on ANIMAL-10N dataset.

levels of synthetic label noise. ProMix significantly outper-
forms all the rivals by a notable margin with different set-
tings. Specifically, on the CIFAR-10 dataset with symmetric
noise, ProMix exceeds the best baseline by 1.39%, 1.90%,
1.49% and 6.96% under the noise ratio of 20%, 50%, 80%,
90% respectively. Moreover, most baselines exhibit signifi-
cant performance degradation under heavier noise, whereas
ProMix displays robustness and remains competitive. These
observations clearly verify the effectiveness of ProMix.

Comparison with real-world noisy labels. As shown in
Table 3, on the CIFAR-N dataset with real-world noisy la-
bels, our proposed ProMix achieves the best performance
compared with other existing methods on all four settings.
In specific, on the CIFAR-10N dataset, the absolute accuracy
gains for ProMix are 2.04%, 2.11% and 3.10% under Ag-
gregate, Rand1, and Worst label annotations. Additionally,
ProMix further expands the lead and reach a performance
gain at 2.66% on the even more challenging CIFAR-100N
dataset. Table 2 and Table 4 show that ProMix surpasses
all the previous methods on the large-scale Clothing1M and
ANIMAL-10N dataset, particularly achieves a lead of 5.88%
on ANIMAL-10N. These results clarify that our method can
be well applied in real-world scenarios with large-scale data.

4.3 Ablation Study
Effect of sample selection. We first dismiss the label
guessing in variant ProMix w/o LGA, where we note that
LGA could boost performance, especially under severe noise.
Based on this variant, we further equip ProMix with different
sample selection strategies: 1) ProMix w/o MHCS which per-
forms CSS and overlooks the remaining matched high con-
fidence samples; 2) ProMix w/o Base Selection which dis-
cards the base selection and only selects matched high con-
fidence samples. From Table 5, we can observe that ProMix
w/o MHCS largely underperforms ProMix, which verifies the
efficacy of MHCS mechanism. ProMix w/o Base Selection
cannot establish a competitive performance because of inad-
equate labeled samples. This also proves that a clean-enough
base selection set is the foundation of further progressive se-
lection and debiased SSL. Moreover, We test a variant ProMix
with Only Clean which merely employs the selected samples
and disregards the unselected samples. This variant suffers
from perceptible performance degradation, but still beats all
the baselines on CIFAR-N by a large margin. Such result
indicates that clean samples are the real treasures in LNL,
well-utilizing which is the key to successful learning.



Ablation LGA Selection Strategy CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 CIFAR-10N CIFAR-100N
Sym.80% Sym.80% Worst Noisy Fine

ProMix ✓ CSS+MHCS 95.05 68.95 96.34 73.79
w/o LGA ✗ CSS+MHCS 94.32 61.19 95.57 73.10
w/o MHCS ✗ CSS 93.17 60.35 95.11 70.40
w/o Base Selection ✗ MHCS 39.59 21.01 74.09 40.75

w/o CBR ✗ CSS+MHCS 93.96 60.72 95.26 72.61
w/o DBR ✗ CSS+MHCS 94.07 60.91 95.07 72.51

with Only Clean ✗ CSS+MHCS 93.82 60.35 95.18 72.06

Table 5: Ablation study of ProMix on CIFAR-10-Symmetric 80%, CIFAR-100-Symmetric 80%, CIFAR-10N-Worst and CIFAR-100N-Noisy.
ProMix with Only Clean denotes training with merely selected samples. CBR/DBR indicates Confirmation/Distribution Bias Removal.

(a) CIFAR-10-Symmetric 80%. (b) CIFAR-100-Symmetric 80%.

Figure 3: Comparison of clean sample selection on CIFAR-10/100
dataset with 80% symmetric noise. The threshold of DivideMix and
forget rate of JoCoR have been re-tuned to get the best F1 score.

Effect of bias mitigation. Next, we ablate the contribu-
tions of the bias mitigation components in the debiased
SSL. Specifically, we compare ProMix with two variants: 1)
ProMix w/o Confirmation Bias Removal (CBR) which dis-
cards hAP, generating and utilizing the pseudo-labels on the
same classification head; 2) ProMix w/o Distribution Bias Re-
moval (DBR) which sticks to the vanilla pseudo-labeling and
adopts the standard cross entropy loss. From Table 5, we can
observe that the lack of any one of these two components will
bring about performance degradation, which indicates the ef-
fectiveness of bias mitigation. The performance drop grows
more severe in imbalance scenarios as shown in Appendix B.
Moreover, to reveal the impact of debiasing more intuitively,
we compare the accuracy of the pseudo-labels of unlabeled
data during training with and without incurring the bias miti-
gation strategies. As shown in Figure 4, we can see that inte-
grated with the debiasing strategies, the pseudo-labels on un-
labeled data grow more accurate, hence facilitating the train-
ing process and reciprocating the sample selection process.

ProMix improves the clean sample utility. To further
prove that ProMix indeed improves the clean sample utility,
we compare the precision and recall of filtered clean samples
of ProMix and the other two baselines, DivideMix [Li et al.,
2020a] and JoCoR [Wei et al., 2020]. From Figure 3, we
observe that ProMix significantly outperforms its competi-
tors in both precision and recall, that is, ProMix selects much
more clean samples while introducing fewer noisy samples.
In specific, ProMix achieves a precision of 96.59% and a re-
call of 93.78% on CIFAR-10-Sym 80%, with a lead of 2.23%

(a) CIFAR-10-Symmetric 80%. (b) CIFAR-100-Symmetric 80%.

Figure 4: Accuracy of pseudo-labels for the unlabeled data with and
without debiasing on CIFAR-10/100 with 80% Symmetric noise.
LGA is disabled in order to avoid unexpected interference.

in precision and 1.15% in recall compared to DivideMix. In
more straightforward terms, ProMix picks 450 more clean
samples and 891 fewer false positive noise samples than Di-
videMix, most of which are precious and meaningful hard
samples, greatly facilitating training. Besides, on CIFAR-
100-Sym 80% where performances of competitors decline,
ProMix leads by an even wider margin, especially in preci-
sion. This indicates that ProMix is based on a pipeline that
first selects a clean-enough set with high precision, and then
tries to expand the clean set with MHCS while still ensur-
ing high precision, gradually maximizing clean sample util-
ity. See Appendix B for more results of clean sample utility.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel framework called ProMix
for learning with noisy labels with the principle of maximiz-
ing the utility of clean examples. ProMix dynamically ex-
pands a balanced base selection set by progressively collect-
ing those samples with matched high confidence for the sub-
sequent SSL. We also incorporate an auxiliary pseudo head
and a calibration mechanism to mitigate the confirmation bias
and the distribution bias in the process of training. The pro-
posed framework is simple but achieves significantly superior
performance to the state-of-the-art LNL techniques on differ-
ent datasets with various kinds and levels of noise. We hope
our work can inspire future research along this direction to
promote the LNL methods by well utilizing the clean sam-
ples, which are the true treasures of the data.
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A More Details of Implementation
In this section, we describe more details of the practical im-
plementation of ProMix.

A.1 Details of Representation Enhancement
Consistency Regularization. Following previous works
[Li et al., 2020a], we incorporate consistency regulariza-
tion for boosted performance, which assumes that a classi-
fier should produce similar predictions on a local neighbor
of each data point. Given an image xi, we adopt two differ-
ent data augmentation modules to obtain a weakly-augmented
view xw

i and a strongly-augmented view xs
i , the CR loss Lcr

has a similar form to the Lcls, except that the source of pi

needs to be replaced from the weakly-augmented view xw
i to

strongly-augmented view xs
i .

Mixup Augmentation. We further incorporate mixup aug-
mentation to encourage linear behavior between samples. A
virtual mixed training example is generated by linearly in-
terpolating the randomly sampled pair of weakly-augmented
examples (xw

i , ỹi) and (xw
j , ỹj) in Dl and taking a convex

combination of labels as the regression target.

xm = σxw
i + (1− σ)xw

j

ym = σỹi + (1− σ)ỹj

(10)

where σ ∼ Beta(ς, ς) and we simply set ς = 4 for CIFAR
experiment and ς = 0.5 for Clothing1M experiment with-
out further tuning. Besides interpolation-based data augmen-
tation, we also employ a masking-based mixed sample data
augmentation approach named FMix [Harris et al., 2020] for
exploiting local consistency.

A.2 Details of Distribution Estimation
Recall in the Distribution Bias Removal (DBR) component
of ProMix, the underlying class distribution π is estimated
independently for the labeled set Dl and the unlabeled set Du.
Notably, even if the original source dataset D is balanced, the
separated two datasets can be both imbalanced. Considering a
case where the clean samples are skewed distributed amongst
labels, where some easy labels possess far more examples
than some hard labels. Then, after selection, the clean set can
exhibit a long-tailed distribution, whereas the dirty sample set
can also be reversely skewed!

Now, we elaborate on our intuition of estimating two dif-
ferent class priors for Dl and Du. Assume that we are given

1https://fuxi.163.com

Dataset CIFAR-10IDN CIFAR-100IDN

Noise Ratio 20% 40% 60% 20% 40% 60%

CE 85.45 76.23 59.75 57.79 41.15 25.28
Forward T 87.22 79.37 66.56 58.19 42.80 27.91
LDMI 88.57 82.82 69.94 57.90 42.70 26.96
Co-teaching 88.87 73.00 62.51 43.30 23.21 12.58
Co-teaching+ 89.90 73.78 59.22 41.71 24.45 12.58
JoCoR 88.78 71.64 63.46 43.66 23.95 13.16
Reweight-R 90.04 84.11 72.18 58.00 43.83 36.07
Peer Loss 89.12 83.26 74.53 61.16 47.23 31.71
CORES2 91.14 83.67 77.68 66.47 58.99 38.55
DivideMix 93.33 95.07 85.50 79.04 76.08 46.72
CAL 92.01 84.96 79.82 69.11 63.17 43.58

ProMix 97.73 97.03 93.04 82.38 80.62 75.20

Table 6: Performance comparison for our method and the state-of-
the-art methods on CIFAR-10IDN and CIFAR-100IDN.

an arbitrary dataset D and its prior distribution π, we typi-
cally perform logit calibration [Menon et al., 2021] to find a
balanced classifier. With a slight abuse of notations, we have,

f balanced = argminfL(D, π) (11)

For our ProMix, our target is,

minL(Dl, πl) + L(Du, πu) (12)

where πl and πu are the prior label distribution of Dl and
Du respectively. According to Eq. (11), we can observe that
f balanced is the minimizer of both two terms, and hence, is also
the global optimizer of Eq. (12). Accordingly, our ProMix
framework oughts to estimate two different distribution vec-
tors for the two sets separately.

It is worth noting that we also perform the pseudo-label
calibration. Theoretically, it is analogous to setting a larger
margin for the DML loss lDML. We believe a high-quality
pseudo-label may further boost the performance. In effect,
we empirically find that it does indeed works well.

Lastly, we note that our debiasing procedure can be more
effective in imbalanced LNL setups, as the distributional bias
can be more distinguishable. We henceforth conducted more
ablations and the results are listed in Appendix B.1.

A.3 Additional implementation details
For Clothong1M, we adopt a class-wise Gaussian Mixture
Model following [Li et al., 2020a] to replace small-loss se-
lection for filtering out a base set. For ANIMAL-10N, We
use SGD with the same settings as CIFAR for 300 epochs of
training. The filter rate R is set as 0.7 and K is fixed as 150.

B Additional Experimental Results
In this section, we report additional empirical results of
ProMix. We compare ProMix with multiple state-of-the-art
methods, including some newly introduced baselines. Specif-
ically, for comparisons on imbalanced noisy datasets, they are
LDAM [Cao et al., 2019], LDAM-DRW [Cao et al., 2019],
DivideMix [Li et al., 2020a], RoLT [Wei et al., 2021b], Pro-
totypical Classifier [Wei et al., 2022c]. For comparisons

http://competition.noisylabels.com/
http://competition.noisylabels.com/


Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Noise Ratio = 20% Noise Ratio = 50% Noise Ratio = 20% Noise Ratio = 50%

Methods\Imbalance Factor 10 50 100 10 50 100 10 50 100 10 50 100

CE Best 77.86 64.38 61.79 60.72 46.50 38.43 45.97 33.41 29.85 28.70 18.49 16.24
Last 74.00 61.38 55.69 44.29 32.69 27.78 45.75 33.12 29.58 23.70 16.56 14.19

LDAM Best 83.48 72.01 66.41 63.57 38.92 34.08 47.30 35.70 32.67 27.86 17.62 15.68
Last 82.91 71.23 66.22 62.13 37.97 32.56 47.12 35.50 32.60 24.20 17.50 14.73

LDAM-DRW Best 84.98 76.77 73.24 69.53 49.90 42.60 47.85 36.29 33.38 27.86 17.91 15.68
Last 84.71 75.98 72.46 68.76 47.71 40.47 47.68 36.01 32.99 24.45 17.81 15.07

DivideMix Best 88.79 75.34 66.90 87.54 67.92 61.81 63.79 49.64 43.91 49.35 36.52 31.82
Last 88.10 73.48 63.76 86.88 65.22 59.65 63.17 48.37 42.59 48.87 35.72 31.05

RoLT+ Best 87.95 77.26 72.31 88.17 75.11 64.42 64.22 51.01 45.35 53.31 39.78 35.29
Last 87.54 75.90 69.12 87.45 73.92 61.15 63.31 49.40 43.16 52.44 39.27 34.43

Prototypical Classifier Best 90.92 84.12 79.54 84.04 71.44 66.33 65.23 51.73 47.38 57.65 42.51 38.42
Last 90.81 83.71 78.34 83.51 71.44 64.69 65.14 51.46 47.12 57.65 42.51 38.36

ProMix Best 94.40 86.05 81.63 91.83 76.14 68.79 67.11 51.99 48.67 60.27 42.96 38.52
Last 94.22 85.12 79.69 91.71 73.04 67.43 66.95 51.59 48.57 59.99 42.28 38.21

Table 7: Accuracy comparisons on imbalanced CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 dataset. Bold entries indicate superior results.

Metrics CIFAR-10N CIFAR-100N

Aggregate Rand1 Worst Noisy Fine

Precision 99.10 98.83 96.20 85.66
Recall 99.01 98.82 98.71 89.82
F1-score 99.05 98.82 97.44 87.69

Table 8: Results of clean sample utility of ProMix on CIFAR-10N.

with instance-dependent noise and real-world noise, they
are Reweight-R [Xia et al., 2019], LDMI [Xu et al., 2019],
Forward T [Patrini et al., 2017], Peer Loss [Liu and Guo,
2020], Positive-LS [Lukasik et al., 2020], Negative-LS [Wei
et al., 2021a], VolMinNet [Li et al., 2021], CAL [Zhu et al.,
2021]. All experiments are conducted on a workstation with
8 NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs. We run all experiments five
times and report the mean results.

B.1 Comparisons on imbalanced noisy dataset
To demonstrate the robustness of ProMix under skewed dis-
tribution in source data, We further conduct experiments on
imbalanced datasets with synthetic noise. Formally, we gen-
erate the class-imbalanced dataset following previous works
[Wei et al., 2022c]. For a dataset with C classes and N train-
ing examples for each class, by assuming the imbalance fac-
tor is κ, the number of examples for the i-th class is set to
Ni = N/κ

i−1
C−1 . As the number of samples for each class in

source data is heavily skewed, we update the number of sam-
ples for base selection in CSS from k = min(⌈ n

C ×R⌉, |Sj |)
to k = (|Sj | ×R) for j-th subset Sj .

As shown in Table 7, ProMix outperforms all the rivals in
most settings. On the imbalanced CIFAR-10 with 20% la-
bel noise. ProMix leads with a margin of 3.58%, 1.94%, and
2.09% with the imbalance factor of 10, 50, and 100 respec-
tively. When the noise ratio gets higher, The leading margin

(a) CIFAR-10 Symmetric 90%. (b) CIFAR-100 Symmetric 90%.

Figure 5: Comparison of clean sample selection on CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 dataset with 90% symmetric label noise. The threshold
of DivideMix and the forget rate of JoCoR have been re-tuned to get
the best results.

for ProMix is further expanded, especially when the imbal-
ance of data is not severe. These observations demonstrate
the superiority and robustness of ProMix for the LNL task in
the imbalanced scenario.

Moreover, we also conduct ablation experiments of the
bias mitigation components in such imbalanced scenarios to
demonstrate their contributions more intuitively. As shown in
Table 11, the performance of ProMix w/o Distribution Bias
Removal (DBR) predominantly lags behind that of ProMix,
especially when the imbalance factor grows larger. ProMix
w/o Contribution Bias Removal (CBR) also suffers from se-
vere performance degradation. These results further verify
the effectiveness of bias mitigation components, which is
more significant in the imbalanced scenario.

B.2 Comparisons with instance-dependent noise
We also conduct experiments on datasets with instance-
dependent label noise following the previous protocol [Zhu
et al., 2021] on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 dataset with



Methods CIFAR-10N CIFAR-100N

Aggre Rand1 Rand2 Rand3 Worst Noisy Fine

CE 87.77 ± 0.38 85.02 ± 0.65 86.46 ± 1.79 85.16 ± 0.61 77.69 ± 1.55 55.50 ± 0.66
Forward T 88.24 ± 0.22 86.88 ± 0.50 86.14 ± 0.24 87.04 ± 0.35 79.79 ± 0.46 57.01 ± 1.03
Co-teaching+ 90.61 ± 0.22 89.70 ± 0.27 89.47 ± 0.18 89.54 ± 0.22 83.26 ± 0.17 57.88 ± 0.24
Peer Loss 90.75 ± 0.25 89.06 ± 0.11 88.76 ± 0.19 88.57 ± 0.09 82.00 ± 0.60 57.59 ± 0.61
ELR+ 94.83 ± 0.10 94.43 ± 0.41 94.20 ± 0.24 94.34 ± 0.22 91.09 ± 1.60 66.72 ± 0.07
Positive-LS 91.57 ± 0.07 89.80 ± 0.28 89.35 ± 0.33 89.82 ± 0.14 82.76 ± 0.53 55.84 ± 0.48
F-Div 91.64 ± 0.34 89.70 ± 0.40 89.79 ± 0.12 89.55 ± 0.49 82.53 ± 0.52 57.10 ± 0.65
Divide-Mix 95.01 ± 0.71 95.16 ± 0.19 95.23 ± 0.07 95.21 ± 0.14 92.56 ± 0.42 71.13 ± 0.48
Negative-LS 91.97 ± 0.46 90.29 ± 0.32 90.37 ± 0.12 90.13 ± 0.19 82.99 ± 0.36 58.59 ± 0.98
CORES∗ 95.25 ± 0.09 94.45 ± 0.14 94.88 ± 0.31 94.74 ± 0.03 91.66 ± 0.09 55.72 ± 0.42
VolMinNet 89.70 ± 0.21 88.30 ± 0.12 88.27 ± 0.09 88.19 ± 0.41 80.53 ± 0.20 57.80 ± 0.31
CAL 91.97 ± 0.32 90.93 ± 0.31 90.75 ± 0.30 90.74 ± 0.24 85.36 ± 0.16 61.73 ± 0.42
PES (Semi) 94.66 ± 0.18 95.06 ± 0.15 95.19 ± 0.23 95.22 ± 0.13 92.68 ± 0.22 70.36 ± 0.33

ProMix 97.65 ± 0.19 97.39 ± 0.16 97.55 ± 0.12 97.52 ± 0.09 96.34 ± 0.23 73.79 ± 0.28

Table 9: Accuracy comparisons on CIFAR-10N and CIFAR-100N under different noise types. Bold entries indicate superior results.

Threshold τ 0.9 0.92 0.95 0.99 0.999

CIFAR-10 95.20 95.33 95.58 95.49 95.45
CIFAR-100 69.31 69.34 69.37 69.01 68.69

Table 10: Ablation study of different confidence threshold τ .

the noise ratio of 20%, 40% and 60% respectively.
As shown in Table 6, ProMix largely outperforms all the

baselines on different datasets and noise ratios with a promi-
nent lead. When the noise ratio increases to high and other
methods mostly exhibit a severe performance drop, ProMix
consistently remains competitive and shows robustness. Such
results demonstrate that ProMix is solid under the condition
of instance-dependent label noise.

B.3 Complete results on CIFAR-N dataset
We include a larger family of LNL methods and the noise
types of CIFAR-10N-Rand2 and CIFAR-10N-Rand3 anno-
tation to display the full results on the CIFAR-N dataset in
Table 9. We can observe that ProMix exceeds all the oppo-
nents by a large margin on all settings, including Rand2 and
Rand3. This further verifies the effectiveness of ProMix on
the real-world noisy CIFAR-N dataset.

B.4 More Ablations
More results of clean sample utility. We also provide
more results of clean sample utility to clarify the strong dis-
tinguishing ability of ProMix. As shown in Figure 5, we
can see that on CIFAR-10-Symmetric 90%, ProMix vastly
outperforms competitors in both precision and recall. On
CIFAR-100-Symmetric 90%, DivideMix pursues a high re-
call at the expense of extremely low precision. That is,
DivideMix adopts a too-large budget and enrolls numerous
noisy samples, while JoCoR similarly embraces a too-small
budget instead. ProMix reaches an extraordinary trade-off be-
tween them and produces the higher F1-score. Additionally,
we display the results for the utilization of clean samples on
real-world noisy dataset CIFAR-N in Table 8, we can see that

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Noise Ratio 20%

Imbalance Factor 10 50 100 10 50 100

ProMix 94.40 86.05 81.63 67.11 51.99 48.67
w/o DBR 92.71 83.82 75.72 64.03 47.95 43.09
w/o CBR 93.39 83.69 77.18 65.27 49.10 45.43

Table 11: Ablation study of bias mitigation on the imbalanced
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 with 20% label noise. CBR/DBR in-
dicates Confirmation/Distribution Bias Removal.

Figure 6: Ablation study of different debiasing factor α.

ProMix is able to achieve a precision of 99.10% and a re-
call of 99.01% on CIFAR-N-Aggregate, which indicates that
after the progressive selection and label guessing by agree-
ment, the training examples finally become near supervised
ones. Based on these observations, We again conclude that
ProMix does indeed maximize the clean sample utility.
Effect of confidence threshold τ . We further investigate
the effect of the high-confidence threshold τ . Table 10 shows
the performance of ProMix with different τ on CIFAR-10-
Symmetric 80% and CIFAR-100-Symmetric 80%. It can be
observed that ProMix works well in a wide range of τ values
on CIFAR-10. While for CIFAR-100, ProMix bears percepti-



ble performance drop when τ gets too high. The reason might
be CIFAR-10 is more simple and the output probability can
be confident enough quickly, while a too-high threshold could
be hard to reach in a much larger label space.

Effect of debiasing factor α. Then, we show the effect of α
that controls the strength of debiasing in Figure 6. ProMix is
able to produce a performance gain when α grows larger from
0.2 to 0.8 and 0.5 for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 respectively.
But as α continues to get too large, ProMix shows inferior
results on both datasets. In practice, we empirically choose a
moderate value without further careful fine-tuning.

C Overall Algorithm
We describe the overall pipeline of ProMix in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Training pipeline of ProMix.
1 Input: Training set D = {(xi, ỹi)}ni=1, the classification

model fθ,ϕ = hϕ ◦ gθ , primary head h, auxiliary pseudo
head hAP, debiasing parameter α, loss weighting factors
γ, λu , the start epoch K for LGA

2 θ, ϕ = WarmUp(D, θ, ϕ)
3 for epoch = 1, 2, . . . , do

// class-wise small-loss selection
4 for j = 1, 2, . . . , C do
5 Sj = {(xi, ỹi) ∈ D|ỹi = j}
6 Calculate each example’s CE loss li
7 Select k samples with smallest li as Cj

8 end
9 DCSS = ∪C

j=1Cj

// matched high confidence selection
10 DMHCS = {(xi, ỹi) ∈ D|ei ≥ τ, y′

i = ỹi}
11 Dl = DCSS ∪ DMHCS

// label guessing
12 if epoch ≥ K then
13 Select high-confidence examples with
14 agreed predictions as Dc according to Eq .(8)
15 Dl = Dl ∪ Dc

16 end
// debiased semi-supervised training

17 Du = D \ Dl, mini-batch B sampled from Dl or Du

18 Dl are fed forward to both h and hAP.
19 Du are given with debiased pseudo-label by h as Eq. (6)
20 Du are then propagated forward through hAP.
21 The CE loss in Eq. (1) is replaced by lDML in Eq. (5).
22 Lcls = Lx({ỹi,pi}) + Lx({ỹi,p

′
i})

23 +λuLu({Sharpen(pi, T ),p
′
i})

// estimation of distribution
24 π = mπ + (1−m) 1

|B|
∑

xi∈B pi

25 calculate Lmix,Lcr
26 minimize loss Ltotal = Lcls + γ(Lcr + Lmix)
27 end
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